
M A N I F E S T O  O F  T H E  S O C I A L I S T  P A R T Y  O F  A 1  

T HE FEDER A T ED R EP U B L IC S OF A1  G OV ER NOR  I N LE FT I ST A F FAIR S  AND T HE P EOP L E’ S  P LI GH T 
WOR K ER S O F TH E W OR L D ,  U N IT E !  –  FOR  TH E P EO P LE ,  BY T H E P EOP LE !  

PREAMBLE 

We, the Socialist Party of A1, joined together in our common plight of brotherhood, freedom and 
security, put forth and establish this Manifesto of the Socialist Party of A1 to govern, lead and guide 
the plight of the common worker and of the simple people in this our micronation of the Federated 
Republics of A1, in our quest and adventure henceforth for the fulfillment of our ideals and values 
for the people and by the people, and to reform in final achievement, the political, social and 
economic structures and values of the Federated Republics of A1 and its followers, descendants and 
fellow states, to the system of the smallest figure and the normal existence of human kind, in order 
therefore to make and establish a state of Socialism and liberty upon this lands and all others that 
we the Socialist Party of A1 may influence, exist within or know of in the final human quest of 
complete equality and coexistence of all mankind as people, not higher nor lower, but people; we in 
the decree of such, thrive and exist. 

CHAPTER ONE –  FOREIGN POLICY 

It is known to us, the members and comrades of the Socialist Party of A1, that our nation above, the 
Federated Republics of A1, is a major contender in the international affairs of the Micronations 
Wikipedia and our realm of micronational affairs. As such, the opinions, decisions and ideas 
procured by the Federated Republics of A1 carry with them much weight and force. Therefore, the 
Socialist Party of A1 resolves to use this influence to the advantage of both the Socialist cause but 
also for the betterment of the intermicronational sphere in the quest for greater health of all. 

1. We support banishment of military actions in offensive or false theatres and in furthering of 
national opinion in foreign views to improve intermicronational standing. 

2. We support involvement of the nation in intermicronational affairs and events, especially in 
muti national organizations such as the Organisation of Active Micronations. 

3. We support advancement of media and journalism aimed at international viewers and 
speakers of other languages. 

4. We support openness to relations with other micronations including the creation of treaties 
with such and the transparent interaction between foreign powers. 

5. We support limited anti individual behavior exhibited against certain and horrendous 
individuals with obvious and proven negative intentions spanning significant time periods. 

6. We support immigration of citizens and integration of annexed states who wish to add to 
the positive nature of our nation. 

7. We support official approval by our nation in response to government transitions and 
proven and beneficial revolutions when committed to improve quality of other states. 



CHAPTER TWO –  CIVIL RIGHTS POLICY 

As a national entry with few and far between legal jurisdiction within its boundaries, we as the 
Socialist Party of A1 understand the limited ability to install civil and legal values amongst our 
citizenry.  As part of such, it is not as much of what we can do, but what we advocate for. Therefore, 
it is our position to call for measures to be in place while not necessarily enforcing them as official 
government declaration but as government position policy. 

1. We support full integration and unbiased nature against persons of differently identified 
cultures, races, sexualities, disabilities, intellects, ideals, genetic codes, ages, sexes and other 
personal aspects while being capable to exist in line with our own. 

2. We support prohibiting of all forms of public and private censorship beyond quality control 
of known lies and falsities. 

3. We support accumulation of business and property to public reserves for equal distribution 
amongst the populous. 

4. We support full democratic and representative nature of the government and public offices 
held by officials. 

5. We support equal and unabridged voting and election access in addition to unabridged 
nomination abilities to citizens of the nation. 

6. We support the fair and honest judicial processes with the availability to reliable and 
adequate representatives for the defense. 

7. We support the nationalization of media and journalist bodies to allow for higher standards 
of media of which is in line with the people’s wishes in knowledge and entertainment. 

CHAPTER THREE –  ECONOMIC POLICY 

In our position as the leaders of Socialism in our nation, it is our main delegation and requirement 
hence to provide and establish an economic and financial position to improve the wage and 
conditions of the worker and to prohibit the rise of the capitalist. We as the Socialist Part of A1 
reject the oppressive nature of monopolies and other grip holds on the laborers of our nation and 
move to create economic policy in which all will prosper. Therefore, it is our duty to put in place, 
policy where none shall rise above the rest and all are equal in value under a banner of progress 
and capital equality. 

1. We support nationalization of industry and the worker control of capital gained by business 
in order to properly distribute such resources adequately. 

2. We support a highly progressive and independent income tax system with compensation 
for those unfit to pay or are in economic instability. 

3. We support an establishment of an adequate and substantially viable minimum wage for 
workers and laborers. 

4. We support nationalization of financial and insurance institutions to be dictated by a 
democratic banking establishment and strong regulation for such. 

5. We support abolishment of all forms of tax breaks or government payment reductions for 
corporations and other corporate capital. 

6. We support refusal to pay government officials in office of their salary if budgets and 
economic plans are not in place or approved by the government in their jurisdictions. 



7. We support freedom of workers and the ability to put in place unions and bodies to 
represent them in capital matters and to organize capital opposition and strikes. 

CHAPTER FOUR –  GOVERNMENT POLICY 

We the Socialist Party of A1 understand the existence and procedures of government and politics, 
being a political party, and prepare to handle and improve these systems accordingly. In 
government positions, it is the position of the party to promote, act and do for the people, by the 
people. Therefore, we decide in our political position, to establish policy on government to provide 
better and healthier systems of leadership. 

1. We support minimalization of government positions and bodies to provide specific and 
straightforward organizations to govern aspects of our nation. 

2. We support the limitization of bureaucratic arrest and the simplest systems of procedure 
and the minimal required redundancy to ensure proper government function. 

3. We support often and open elections for all citizens to promote truly democratic 
government and honesty of officials. 

4. We support increased size of legislature and representative bodies of the people to allow 
for larger ranges of opinion and ideas. 

5. We support worker control of private enterprise to protect the people of capitalist 
oppression and control of government by corporations. 

6. We support a muti party nation in which various opinions can be heard and all ideas are 
available without creating a single or two party monopolies on politics. 

7. We support the collection of Socialist, Communist and Leftist comrades and groups to 
establish a larger front for the peoples' cause in our nation and to allow for a larger 
member base in which to spread the ideals of the worker amongst our citizenry and our 
world. 


